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Why we need fast calorimeter simulation ?

ATLAS 2017 numberATLAS Software and Computing HL-LHC Roadmap

HL-LHC        huge computing resources

MC simulation account for ～50%（dominated by calorimeter）

Fast calorimeter simulation: help overcome the computational challenge

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2644515/files/ATL-SOFT-PROC-2018-009.pdf
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2802918/files/LHCC-G-182.pdf


Geant4: incoming particle -> physics process in the detector-> energy 
deposition 


accurate results, but time-consuming

complex geometry

number of secondary particles grows quickly


fast simulation: incoming particle -> energy deposition) 

parameterization 

GAN (ATLAS：张瑞的报告) 
……
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Fast calorimeter simulation

                                 
Geant4

fast simulation

QC is an alternative of classical computing 
QC + GAN: the potential to out-perform classical GAN

https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/19757/contributions/138583/
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Quantum computing: superposition, entanglement 

N bits, could represent  results，contain the information of one result

N qubits, could represent  results，contain the information of all the results

2N

2N

Quantum computing

Image source

suitable for calorimeter simulation

IBM

https://indico.cern.ch/event/719844/contributions/3019396/attachments/1746519/2827837/Intel_QC_5_Nov_2018_Astrid_Elbe_final.pdf


image source
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 Two kinds of quantum GAN

quantum generator + classical discriminator

quantum generator + quantum discriminator


 NISC

noisy and unstable qubit

number of qubits: [~10, ~ ]102

Quantum GAN

 ｜ ⟩

https://medium.com/@devnag/generative-adversarial-networks-gans-in-50-lines-of-code-pytorch-e81b79659e3f


1D：8 pixels

3 pixels ( )23 = 8

2D：8x8 pixels

6 qubits ( )26 = 8 × 8
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Current status
CERN QTI started to investigate quantum GAN about 3 years ago(link) 
（CERN & DESY）


research strategy：1D  2D  3D

current states：1D and 2D fast calorimeter simulation on the simulator 
                          simplified 1D fast calorimeter simulation on the hardware

→ →

image source

https://quantum.cern/quantum-computing-simulation-investigating-quantum-generative-adversarial-networks-and-quantum
http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-3041/363-368-paper-67.pdf
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Open data of CLIC detector（Hideki: collaborate with DESY）

3D : 51 x 51 x 25 （65000 pixels）

downsampling (1D  2D  3D）

Ideal simulator  noisy simulator  quantum computing cloud 
（梁福⽥⽼师的报告）

→ →
→ →

Research strategy

e

3D 2D (8x8)

2D (64)

1D (8)

500 GeV

https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/19757/contributions/138565/attachments/71050/85892/20230812-%E5%9B%BD%E5%86%85%E9%AB%98%E6%80%A7%E8%83%BD%E9%87%8F%E5%AD%90%E8%AE%A1%E7%AE%97%E6%9C%BA%E5%8F%8A%E9%9C%80%E6%B1%82%E6%8E%A2%E7%B4%A2(%E7%AE%80).pdf
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1D quantum generator model

Generator model consists of H, RY, and CZ

H：  and  

RY：trainable parameters

CZ：entanglement


Frequency of the 8 states -> energy deposition of the 8 pixels

one of the eight states each shot: 

obtain the frequency of the 8 states with multiple shots

|0⟩ → |0⟩ |1⟩

|000⟩, |001⟩, |010⟩, |011⟩, |100⟩, |101⟩, |110⟩, |111⟩

|000⟩ → |111⟩
PDF

X
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X
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1D performance（ideal simulator）

CERN & DESY

IHEP

>150 epochs

>15 epochs
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1D: Impact of the noise on the training
Simplified noise model: consider the double qubit gate error and readout  
error


same noise level for all qubits（hardware: noise level depends on the qubit）

symmetrical readout error （hardware:  fidelity differs from  fidelity）

noise level does not change（hardware: noise level changes）

|0⟩ |1⟩
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1D: Impact of the noise on the model inference
1D generator model is simple


impact of the double qubit gate error is comparable 
with the readout error 

performance almost not affected with 2% noise level

ideal simulator

noise level：2%

parameters obtained by training on the ideal simulator 
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1D performance（quantum computing cloud）

Test the training procedure on the hardware

could basically generate the PDF after training of 1 epoch

training is time-consuming (1 day/epoch) 

could use the parameters from the ideal simulator

X X

starting point after 1 epoch training on the hardware use the parameters from ideal simulator 

https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/19757/contributions/138565/attachments/71050/85892/20230812-%E5%9B%BD%E5%86%85%E9%AB%98%E6%80%A7%E8%83%BD%E9%87%8F%E5%AD%90%E8%AE%A1%E7%AE%97%E6%9C%BA%E5%8F%8A%E9%9C%80%E6%B1%82%E6%8E%A2%E7%B4%A2(%E7%AE%80).pdf
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2D quantum generator model

2D model is similar to the 1D case

3 qubits（8 pixels）   6 qubits（64 pixels）

2 layers of RY + CZ    3 layers of RY + CZ

→
→
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2D performance（ideal simulator）

CERN & DESY

IHEP

hard to train, training 
time > 5 days

>30 epoch，training time<2h
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2D: Impact of the noise on the model inference

2D model is more complicated

impact of double qubit gate error is large

visible performance decrease with a 2% noise level 

ideal simulator

noise level：2%

parameters obtained by training on the ideal simulator 
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2D performance（quantum computing cloud）

ideal simulator

Run test on the real hardware with the parameters  
trained on the ideal simulator


could generate the PDF in general

suffers from the hardware noise

hardware

https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/19757/contributions/138565/attachments/71050/85892/20230812-%E5%9B%BD%E5%86%85%E9%AB%98%E6%80%A7%E8%83%BD%E9%87%8F%E5%AD%90%E8%AE%A1%E7%AE%97%E6%9C%BA%E5%8F%8A%E9%9C%80%E6%B1%82%E6%8E%A2%E7%B4%A2(%E7%AE%80).pdf
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Successfully generate 1D and 2D average shape energy distribution on the 
ideal simulator, noisy simulator, and hardware


1D: 3 qubits -> 8 pixels

2D: 6 qubits -> 64 pixels


Compared to DESY’s result, the training is more stable and faster

training time for 2D data：5d -> 2h


Future plan

current model could only generate the average PDF  try other models

training time on the hardware is too long  batch jobs

quantum generator + classical discriminator  quantum generation + quantum discriminator

→
→

→

Summary and Plan


